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AbstrPeL The electronic s t m ~ t ~ r e  of TiBz has been calculated using the self-consistent 
UTTD-ASA method. Our rcsulls have b n n  compared with experimental and other 
theoretical work. We find that thc pseudo-gap at the Fermi level is the competing 
effect of Ti 3d resonance and strong hybridization bemeen Ti 3d and B 2p slates. Ihe 
bonding nature of TiBt is discussed. We have carried out calculations of the equation 
of slate (m) of ZBz; it is found that our firs-principles calculated muI1s suppon the 
universal model of m proposed by Vinet et al. me mom-temperature isotherm is also 
plotted. 

1. Introduction 

Like many other borides, AB,-type transition-metal diborides possess some unique 
properties, such as a high melting point, hardness, chemical stability and metallic 
properties. They have attracted researchers in different fields. Many experimental 
and theoretical studies have been done on these materials (see, e.g., [14]). However, 
the bonding nature of these compounds is not very clear yet. Spear [5] studied 
the chemical bonding in AIB,-type borides and concluded that the ability of metals 
to deform from a spherical shape appears to be very important in explaining why 
diborides are formed by a wide variety of metals. A tight-binding calculation of 
TB, was performed by Perkins and Sweeney [6] who found strong evidence of 
graphite band structure. On the basis of KKR calculations and the x-ray photoelectron 
spectrum, Ihara er a1 [7] proposed that the bonding nature of ZrB, can be explained 
by a combination of the graphite bonding model of the boron network and the HCP 
metal bonding model of zirconium. From the viewpoint of orbital overlap, Burdett 
er a1 [8] studied the electronic structure of transition-metal borides with the AB, 
structure and found that the interaction of the orbitals of the transition metal with 
those of the planar graphite-like net of boron atoms and interaction with those 
of other metals are both important in influencing the properties of these species. 
These approaches are not consistent with each other. So further investigation of the 
electronic structure of transition-metal diborides is necessary. One purpose of this 
paper is to study the electronic structure and the bonding nature of TiB, through 
the self-consistent band method of linear muffin-tin orbitals (LMTo) with the atomic 
sphere approximation (ASA). The result will be compared with experiments and other 
theoretical investigations. 
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2. Details of calculations 

The m A S A  [9] is used in our calculations. This method has been adopted 
by many researchers to study the electronic structux, ground-state properties and 
magnetic behaviour of different systems in recent years (see, e.g., [lo-121). Within 
this method, the volume of the unit cell is the sum of the total volume of the atomic 
spheres. Inside an atomic sphere, the effective one-electron potential is represented 
by two terms: the Coulomb and the exchange-correlation potentials. The Coulomb 
potential consists of the nuclear potential, the electro~belectron repulsive potential 
(which may he obtained by solving the Poisson equation) and the Madelung potential 
(which represents the interaction between the electron and the charge centred at 
other atomic spheres). We used a computational procedure similiar to that described 
in [13]. The calculations are self-consistent. 

The crystal structure of TiB, is AIB, type which is designated as C32. It is a 
simple-hexagonal lattice in which HCP Ti layers alternate with graphite-like B layers 
(figure 1). By choosing appropriate primitive lattice vectors, the atoms are positioned 
at Ti(O,O,O), B ( i , f ,  4) and B(g ,$ , J )  in the unit cell. This structure is quite close 
packed, and can be coped with efficiently and accurately by the LMTO-ASA method 
[9]. In table 1 are listed the crystallographic parameters [2] of TiB, and the atomic 
configurations of Ti and B. Note that the Ti-Ti distance which is not given in table 1 
is equal to a. Of particular interest is the fact that the T t B  distance is approximately 
the sum of the atomic radii of Ti and B. The interaction between these two types of 
atom will be discussed in detail in the next section. 
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Figure 1. C~yslal stmcture of TiB2. 
spheres B atoms. 

The white spheres denote Ti aloms. and the black 

Table 1. Clystallographic parameters and atomic configurations. "4-B and E B  denote 
the distanm behueen neighbouring atoms. 

Compound (A) ;A) (A) (A) Atomic configuration 
TiBz 3.028 3.228 2.35 1.75 Ti 3d24s2; B zSz2p1 

m-B B-B 
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Pig" 2. Brillouin mne of TiBz. 

The energy band is calculated on a uniform mesh of 64 points in the irreducible 
wedge of the Brillouin zone (figure 2). The radii of the WignerSeitz spheres are 
chosen awrding to the equality of the potential on different spheres. In the present 
calculation, they are 2.74 au and 2.18 au for Ti and B, respectively. Discussions on 
charge transfer in the next section are based on this selection. The convergence of 
eigenvalues is within 1 mRyd. 

3. Electronic structure and bonding 

Figure 3 shows the self-consistent band structure, and figure 4 the total and integrated 
densities of states (DOSS) of TiB,. It is clear that TiB, exhibits metallic behaviour. 
Three main peaks (A, B and C) exist in the total DOS curve (figure 4). Of these, 
peak A arises from the boron 2s states, the broad peak B corresponds to the boron 
2p and titanium 3d states, and the sharp peak C above the Fermi level is related to 
the non-bonding titanium 3d states. The APW result for CrB, [4] and the KKR result 
for ZrB, (71 have the same general features. lhble 2 lists a comparison of our results 
with experiments and previous calculations. In contrast with the width of the valence 
band, which shows excellent agreement with experiment, the DOS at the Fermi level 
(0.16 states eV-'/cell) shows a remarkable discrepancy with the experimental value 
(0.46 states eV-'/cell). This discrepancy (just as in 141) appears to be caused by the 
lack of consideration of the electron-phonon interaction in our calculation. 

Table 2. A comparison of our results with previous work. 

Width of valence band 
(eV) (states e'f-'/ceIl) 

DOS at the Fermi level 

Data from 141. 15.1 0.18 
Data fmm [7Ib 13.1, 11.0 0.22, 0.30 

ExperimentalC - 0.46 
Our results 13.1 0.16 

Experimental [7] 13.0 - 

' Results from a rigid-band mcdel of CrBz calculared with the m method. 

mpeclivety. 
Ihe KKR mull  for ZrB2; the hvo values compond to Ks exchange and Slater uchange, 

Computed from the electronic specific heat measured by Castsing et a/ 131. 

From the band structure, one can find that only the fifth and sixth bands cross 
the Fermi level; there exists a pseudo-gap exactly at the Fermi level. Above the 
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Figure 3. Band stmelure of TiBz. ?he broken line represents the position of the Fermi 
level 

I C I  
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Figure 4. m a l  and integrated WSS of TiBz: the shon line near the cncrgy zero denotes 
the Fermi level. 

pseudo-gap are the sharp non-bonding Ti 3d states, which divide the DOS into the 
bonding (below) and anti-bonding (above) states. Most of the states near the pseudo- 
gap are along the A l i e  of the Brillouin zone. The same minimum of ZrB, was 
found by Ihara el a1 [7], but they did not give an explanation of this behaviour. It is 
interesting to note that the pseudo-gap exists not only in crystalline solids [14] and 
amorphous alloys [U], but also in quasi-clystals [12]. According to Pasture1 el a1 [15], 
two mechanisms are responsible for the creation Of the pseudo-gap. One of them 
(the hybridization origin) works reasonably well in the present case. The Ti 3d and B 
2p partial DOSS are plotted in figure 5. One can see that the hybridization is so large 
that, over the wide energy range from the bottom of valence band to 0.1 Ryd, the 
Ti 3d and B 2p states almost overlap completely. This hybridization not only gives 
important mixing between the Ti 3d and B 2p states but also lowers the energy of 
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the bonding states and raises the energy of anti-bonding states; so a pseudo-gap is 
produced and an enhancement in cohesive energy results. However, one may argue 
that the minimum near the Fermi level is simply the effect of sharp Ti d resonances 
which are characteristic of HCP transition metals (as Jepsen et a1 [16] have shown), 
and it has already been found in HCP titanium [17, IS]. We shall emphasize the 
fact that the minimum in the present case is much lower than the of HCP titanium 
(14.8 states Ryd-'/atom in the calculation of Vohra et 01 [17], and about 10 states 
Ryd-'/atom according to Jepsen [18]). Only the d-d hybridization could not lead 
to this deep valley. So the pseud+gap can be regarded as a competing effect of 
the d-d resonance and the strong hybridization between TI 3d and B 2p states. The 
importance of the T*B interaction is also evident from the fact that TB, has a higher 
melting point and hardness than HCP titanium. To some extent, the importance of 
the metal-boron interaction had been recognized in transition-metal monoboridfs by 
Mohn and Pettifor [19] and in semi-borides by Mohn [20]. The fact that the Ti 36 
and B 2p states are from different layers indicates that the strong interlayer bonding 
plays an important role in the formation of TB,. Therefore TB, cannot be called 
an exactly layered compound because there is no weak interaction in it. 

1 20 

- ; I r _ i i l  Y ;rd 
f0 ?2 5' 

0 a 

i =  
0 

-1.0 -0 .5 - - -  0.0 -1.0 -0 .5  0.0 

Pigum 5. Ti 3d and half the B Zp partial wss of TiBz: (U )  Ti 3d, (b)  B Zp. The broken 
line denotes the Fermi level. 

Since large hybridization of Ti 3d and B 2p states exists, it is natural to consider 
the charge transfer as not so significant. This is consistent with the calculated result, 
which gives a charge transfer of about 0.25 electrons from Ti to B. 

Ihara et a1 [7] had given a fine persuasive analysis of the band structure of ZrB,, 
which was thought to be determined by the sp2 hybrid state and the p, state of boron 
and the d and s state of zirconium. However, the hybridization between Zr 4d and 
B 2p states was not strongly emphasized. Like ZrB,, our calculated Dos of TiB, also 
has a shape composed of both the titanium DOS [17,18] and the graphite Dos [21, 221 
with disregard for the difference between the band widths. Considering the earlier 
discussions in this section, we assume that the Ti-B covalent bonding is as important 
as other bondings, if not more important in the electronic structure and therefore in 
influencing the physical properties of TiB,. 
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4. Equation of state 

A universal relationship between the binding energies and distances between atoms 
has been discovered for bimetallic adhesion [23], chemisorption on metals [24] and 
metallic cohesion [U] (and then hypothesized for the equation of state (EOS) of 
nuclear matter 1261). Later Vinet er ol (271 proposed a universal model of the 
equation of state (ueos) for all classes of solids in compression. If we define I as 
(V/V,)’’’, and H(I) as z2P(z)/3(1 - z), the In[H(z)] versus 1 - I  curve should 
be nearly linear according to their theory 
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In[H(z)] Y In B, + q(1- I) (1) 

and the EOS at a given temperature can be expressed as 

P = [3B,(1 - z)/I’] exp[q(l- I)] (2) 

where B, is the bulk modulus and q a constant at given temperatures. 
Although different classes of solids exhibit different bonding natures, V i e t  er al 

[U] have argued that in compression the form of the pressurevolume relation is 
dominated by the overlap interaction for all classes of solids, and empirical evidence 
of applicability of the UEOS for hydrogen and deuterium, alkali and other metals, 
ionic crystals, rare-gas solids, some polymers and a glass has been demonstrated [28]. 
These solids have all kinds of bond (metallic, covalent, ionic and van der Waals), 
although they are mostly dominated by one type of bond. In the case of TB,, the 
bonding nature can be regarded as a combination of metallic and covalent bonding 
(also partly ionic bonding because of the existence of charge transfer) as discussed in 
the previous section. So is the UEOS suitable to describe TiB, of mixed bonding? 

In order to test the applicability of the UEOS to TiB,, self-consistent calculations 
have been performed for several different volumes. In all these calculations, the 
C/Q ratio is kept constant at 1.066. Near the equlibrium volume (p  Y 0), a linear 
approximation between pressure and volume (harmonic approximation) is made to 
evaluate the value of V,. I t  is found that the lattice parameter in this approximation 
is 2.895 4 which differs by 4.4% from the experimental value. B, is also obtained 
as 3.77 Mbar. Using equation (2), we find q to be 6.28. Then we have computed 
the values of In[H(z)] and 1 - I and made the least-mean-squares linear fit to see 
whether a linear relationship exists. The result shows surprisingly good agreement 
with the UEOS; with a correlation coefficient of 0.99, there is excellent linearity. The 
calculated bulk modulus B, is given as 3.7 Mbar and q as 6.31. One can see self- 
consistency of our results within the theory of Vinet et al. The value of the bulk 
modulus is consistent with experiment if we take the Poisson ratio as about 0.25 (the 
elastic constant given in [I] is 5.6 Mbar). The calculated In[H(+)] versus 1 - I curve 
is plotted in figure 6, as well as the best-fit line. 

’lb obtain the room-temperature isotherm, we use the well known Griineisen 
equation in the Debye approximation PT = yC,T/V (291 to evaluate the thermal 
contribution to the pressure. Here C ,  is the room-temperature specific heat and 7 
the Griineisen parameter, which is taken as y = VaB/C,,  where o is the thermal 
expansion coefficient and B the bulk modulus. So we have 

PT = a B T  (3) 
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Flpm 6. The calculated In[H(z)] versus 1 - z curve for XBz: x, calulated result; 
- , best-fit line. 

v,v. 

Flpm 7. Calculated mom-temperature isotherm of TiBz 

for the room-temperature thermal pressure. The value of 01 is taken from [l]. In 
this approach, the zero-temperature pressure comes from equation (2) using the 
cakulated V,, Bo and q, while the thermal pressure is determined by employing 
the Griineisen equation in the Debye approximation using an experimental value a. 
Figure 7 illustrates our calculated room-temperature isotherm. TO our regret, we 
have no experimental data to compare with our theoretical calculation, which must 
be taken as a guide to future experiments. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, our band calculations using the LMTO-ASA method give an accurate 
description of the electronic structure of TB,. The pseudo-gap in TB, is the result of 
the competing effects of Ti d resonance and the strong Ti 3d and B 2p hybridization. 
The Ti-B covalent bonding is as important as othert bondings, if not more important, 
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in the electronic structure and therefore in influencing the physical properties of 
TiB,. Our first-principles calculations of the Eos support the UEOS of Vmet er al. 
The room-temperature isotherm of TiB, is also given. 
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